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Synopsis 

Never Steal A Man’s Words 

 
Director Bio 

Oscar Negroni is a dynamic filmmaker, a NYU Tisch School of the Arts 
graduate, who currently resides in Los Angeles. Oscar has made dozens of 
short films, shot hundreds of interviews and has written several screenplays 
and television specs. His screenplay “M.I.A.” was a 2015 Semi-Finalist in the 
Latino Screenwriting Project in association with Sundance. 

When a struggling writer poses for a taxi driver and confronts a Hollywood 
Producer, a past is unveiled and a future is uncertain. 



 
From the Director 
Stolen is a psychological thriller that delves into the fears of today's accessibility 
through technology. Conveniently, we have the ability to request a car with a simple 
push in an app but throwing caution into the wind, as we entrust a stranger to get us 
to our location safely.  

Stolen questions what truly defines a villain. How far would a person would go if they 
felt betrayed? Who is the victim? Who is the hero? Stolen presents these sides and 
allows the viewer to decide the true morality of the story.  

I started Stolen as nothing more than a 5 page exercise. It was shot in a day and half, 
with limited resources, a small group of dedicated filmmakers and actors. I couldn’t 
be more proud of my team and the finished product.  

I can only hope my film will entertain, give an emotional experience and allow people 
to walk away with something to think about.  
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Camera setup on Stolen  
 
Pictured (L to R): Alex Choonoo (D.P.) &  
Adam Christy (Actor - The Driver)
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